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Abstract
Clinical guidelines are being developed for the purpose of reducing medical errors and
unjustified variations in medical practice, and for basing medical practice on evidence. Encoding
guidelines in a computer- interpretable format and integrating them with the electronic medical
record can enable delivery of patient-specific recommendations when and where needed.
Since great effort must be expended in developing high quality guidelines, and in making them
computer- interpretable, it is highly desirable to be able to share computer- interpretable
guidelines (CIGs) among institutions. Adoption of a common format for representing computerinterpretable guidelines (CIGs) is one approach to sharing. Factors that need to be considered in
creating a format for sharable CIGs include (1) the scope of guidelines and their intended
applications; (2) the method of delivery of the recommendations; and (3) the environment,
consisting of the practice setting and the information system in which the guidelines will be
applied. Several investigators have proposed solutions that improve the sharability of CIGs and,
more generally, of medical knowledge. These approaches can be useful in the development of a
format for sharable CIGs.
Challenges in sharing CIGs also include the need to extend the traditional framework for
disseminating guidelines to enable them to be integrated into practice. These extensions include
processes for (1) local adaptation of recommendations encoded in shared generic guidelines and
(2) integration of guidelines into the institutional information systems.
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1.

Introduction

Recent trends in health care delivery have led to an increased emphasis on the development of
guidelines for prevention, diagnostic work-up, treatment, and patient- management. The flurry of
development is motivated by concerns about marked variations in clinical practice and evidence
of a surprisingly high incidence of medical errors and sub-optimal care [1]. Much work goes into
the development of a high quality guideline, in reviewing literature and evaluating alternative
strategies, with the aim of making the guideline as evidence-based as possible [2]. A guideline
thus developed is intended to help provide a common standard of care both within a health care
organization and among different organizations.
Guidelines have been disseminated in many forms, by publishing them in magazines and
journals, textbooks, CD-ROMs, and on the Web. While electronic dissemination has broadened
the availability of guidelines, and enables guidelines to be retrieved even in clinical settings,
most guidelines have typically been specified in non-computer- interpretable narrative text or
non-executable flowchart formats. These non-computable formats limit the usability of the
guideline since the knowledge contained in the guideline may not be easily accessible during the
patient encounter. Further, extracting recommendations from a non-computable document and
determining their relevance for a specific patient require additional effort from the care provider.
These usability issues have been identified as factors impeding compliance with guidelines [3].
For better integration of guidelines into the clinical workflow and to provide point-of-care
patient-specific recommendations, guidelines are increasingly being implemented using
computer-based systems [4, 5]. Yet a major obstacle to the large scale implementation of
guidelines in computer-based decision support systems is the additional effort, beyond creating
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the guidelines, required for structured, computer- interpretable representation. Further, even
guidelines that are encoded often cannot be shared across institutions or even across different
types of applications, because of differences in formatting or encoding conventions. Sharing
encoded guidelines could potentially reduce the cost of implementing guidelines in large-scale
computer-based decision-support systems. The lack of a standard representation format for
guidelines causes developers to encode CIGs in proprietary or institution-specific formats. Other
barriers to sharing include the frequent need for local adaptation and modification of guidelines
due to institution-specific needs, and the requirement for adaptation to varying kinds of technical
applications (such as results-reporting or order-entry) and systems environments in which
guidelines will be used.
In this paper, we discuss important requirements of a representation format for sharable CIGs,
such as those described in the previous paragraph. We intentionally focus on those requirements
that affect sharability and do not address the broader knowledge representation requirements of
guidelines [6]. We look at solutions provided by existing CIG representation schemes from the
perspective of the sharability requirements. However, this paper is not intended to be a
comprehens ive review of current CIG representation schemes. Instead, we intend to provide a
foundation for the development of standard representation for sharable CIGs.
In the next section, we describe the current model for guideline development and dissemination,
and factors that must be considered in developing solutions for sharing guidelines. We then
discuss the critical role of a common guideline-representation format to support sharing of the
knowledge in guidelines across institutional, national, and medical domain boundaries [7]. We
identify usage requirements for CIGs, and accordingly identify the features that must be
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represented. We also present requirements for a dissemination framework that facilitates
implementation.

2.

Background

Sharing of CIGs needs to be founded on an approach to both dissemination and integration into
practice that recognizes not only the wide variation of guidelines and their applicatio ns, but also
the multiplicity of practice settings and information systems environments within which
guidelines are to be used.

2.1

Development and dissemination of clinical guidelines

Figure 1 depicts in general terms the current process for the development and dissemination of
narrative guidelines [8]. Note that the model illustrates the process of creating guidelines at
national or regional levels. We recognize that guidelines are often created within local healthcare
institutions. However, since the focus of this paper is on sharing of guidelines, we limit our
discussion to guidelines that are developed with the intention of dissemination or sharing. When
guideline authors create a guideline, they must identify the clinical problem, review the
literature, develop recommendations, and typically then seek consensus-based approval of the
guideline. The guideline is then disseminated via publication in the scientific literature, a
monograph, or even via the Internet. At this stage, techniques such as group education and
academic detailing have been used for enhancing physicians ’ awareness and knowledge of the
guideline [9-11]. Assumptions underlying this model of development and dissemination are that
practitioners will internalize the knowledge contained within the guideline, and subsequently
recall and apply this knowledge at relevant times during clinical practice.
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The interest in CIGs is partly based on evidence that the current model for guideline
dissemination has not been very effective [12-16]. Results of several trials, on the other hand,
suggest that computer-based decision-support systems have substantial influence on patient care
decisions [17]. For CIGs, the expected usage model is different from that of non-computable
guidelines. Rather than being passively read and later remembered, CIGs can adapt to clinical
context and known patient data to make context-specific, patient-specific recommendations at
the point of care. How guidelines are integrated with care can vary enormously, and is subject to
much experimentation, in terms of interface, platform, and kinds of applications. But for all of
these, the common element is the need to go beyond the development of non-computable
guidelines, by encoding the guidelines into a structured format.
Structured CIGs can then be distributed via the Internet by making them available on the
publishers’ Web sites (or from on-line compendia such as the National Guideline Clearinghouse
at http://www.guidelines.gov). Local organizations will download selected guidelines from these
servers for integration and use within their settings. However, the problem of disseminating
CIGs is more complicated. In order to use a CIG locally, a clinical practice must take care to
reconcile the variability that exists in scope and focus of the guideline in relation to its own care
processes, the methods for local delivery of guideline knowledge, and the setting in which it will
be used. A model for dissemination and local integration of sharable CIGs is discussed in a later
section.

2.2

Aspects of CIG use that must be considered

A shared guideline representation format must take into account the breadth of contextual and
application-specific factors that affect the use of guidelines. These factors include:
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1. Variability of scope and focus: Guidelines are created for a variety of medical domains and
for various stages (screening, prevention, diagnosis, treatment, etc.) of problems in a domain
[18]. Representations for such guidelines may differ, for example, with the decision- making
models used in these guidelines. Additionally, the implementation of these guidelines may
require different types of interactions and involve different workflow issues (e.g., urgent
alerts for acute care guidelines versus an e-mail reminder for mammography screening).
Guidelines may also be used for different applications. For example, guidelines may be used
primarily as knowledge sources for clinical decision support. Alternatively, guidelines may
be used for driving utilization or quality-review and critiquing functions [19-21]. In an
educational context, they may be used to provide tutorials or, more actively, to drive
problem-based simulations.
2. Delivery method: Depending on their intended use, guideline recommendations can be
delivered in a variety of ways. For clinical decision support, guidelines have been
implemented as the basis for automated reminders and alert systems, as consultation tools for
appropriateness determination of intended clinical actions [22] , and as interactive disease
management tools that deliver advice specific to applicable clinical states of a patient [4, 23,
24]. Unlike guidelines that recommend but do not prescribe specific interventions, the
delivery of clinical- trial protocols requires strict adherence to the experimental protocols for
controlled intervention and for data collection; nevertheless such protocols share much in
common with clinical practice guidelines [25] and thus representation methods for CIGs may
generalize for use in representing arms of clinical- trial protocols. CIGs can also be used as
inputs to resource management and in workflow facilitation tools [26].
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3. Practice setting: In developing a shared format for guidelines, one must also consider the
contextual and setting-specific factors that affect the use of guidelines. Such factors include
the anticipated delivery platform (e.g., workstation vs. handheld device), the sophistication
and mode of user interaction of the clinical information system, the experience of users with
computer systems, and the practice environment (e.g., hospital, office, home, or via
telephone). Besides the delivery methods and application environments, other local factors
may require that a sharable guideline be modified. These factors include differences in local
experience resulting in a preference for an alternative approach to one that is recommended
by a guideline, lack of availability of a specific resource (such as an analytic or therapeutic
procedure), and differences in the physical environment (e.g., tropical Florida versus arctic
Alaska) or differences in the patient population (e.g., veterans versus children) leading to
different prevalence of diseases.

3.

Sharing guidelines

From the above discussion, one can recognize many different goals for sharing CIGs. For
example, a CIG may be shared among many institutions with different practice environments,
integrated with different types of clinical information systems on different operating platforms,
or used in different types of applications such as decision support and quality assurance.
Sharing of CIGs can be accomplished in several different ways:
1. Institutions use proprietary formats and translate CIGs distributed by publishers in other
formats into their own format.
2. CIGs are not shared as files but as decision-support services provided through standard
application programming interfaces (APIs) adopted by all systems.
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3. All institutions adopt a common format for CIGs. Guideline publishers encode and distribute
CIGs in this common format, and system-specific programs interpret the CIGs.
The first approach has limitations in that it may not be possible to translate from one format to
another because of syntactic and semantic incompatibilities among formats. Current guidelinemodeling formats differ significantly in this respect, partly because of differing functional goals
or application intentions. Furthermore, translators are costly to build and maintain. It may not be
feasible to have translators that translate among several different formats. The DARPA
Knowledge Sharing Effort in the early 1990s took a translation approach to knowledge sharing
[27]. Even though that effort generated many insights into the problems of knowledge sharing,
the translation approach has not been widely adopted.
The PRODIGY project [23] in the United Kingdom has successfully pursued the second
approach--that of providing guideline recommendations via external decision-support services.
The developers of PRODIGY have defined a set of APIs that specify the mutual obligations
between a common guideline execution engine and a host environment. Alternative host systems
use the API to obtain decision-support services from the shared guideline execution engine.
Conversely, the execution engine uses the shared API to obtain EMR and order-entry services
from alternative host systems. In principle, guidelines encoded in alternative formats can be used
as long as their execution engines support these APIs. However, currently the CIGs in the
PRODIGY system are encoded in a single format at a central site. It is unclear whether the APIs
defined by the PRODIGY group are robust enough to support encoding and execution of CIGs in
alternative formats.
A common format for CIGs allows sharing them across different platforms and institutions and
flexibility in how guideline knowledge is reused in different applications. CIGs developed at
10

different organizations in a common format can be more easily brought together and integrated
into a clinical information system than CIGs developed in different formats. Medical logic
modules (MLMs) written in the Arden Syntax [28] are examples of sharing via a common
knowledge representation format. However, there has been limited sharing of MLMs among
institutions due in part to the lack of, both, a common representation for medical record queries
and a common vocabulary [29, 30]. Nonetheless, the size and complexity of MLMs is usually
much less than that of CIGs. MLMs can therefore be encoded and implemented with relative
ease without a significant need for sharing MLM files. In the case of CIGs that manage medical
interventions over time, the complexity of their logic, predecessor-successor ordering of
guideline steps, temporal relationships, and control flow make their encoding more difficult and
sharing more critical. Implementers have attempted to use Arden Syntax as a representation for
temporally complex care plans by having MLMs call one another [31, 32]. However, using a
rule-based knowledge-representation model to encode the complex temporal and flow-control
relationship among steps of guidelines leads to problems in knowledge authoring and
maintenance, and difficulties in managing the sequence of firing of rules. More recent efforts at
modeling guidelines seek to address these problems by explicitly modeling such temporal and
flow-control relationships in their models. These representation formats are perhaps more
effective in modeling multi-step guidelines.

4.

Requirements of a format for sharable guidelines

As a first step toward creating a common representation format for sharable computerinterpretable guidelines, requirements should be elicited that define the functionalities that the
common format needs to support. In this section, we identify requirements based on the factors
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discussed in earlier sections and examine solutions for these problems proposed by various
investigators.

4.1

Representation of different types of guidelines

As we discussed in Section 2.1, guidelines are developed for a variety of conditions and
applications. Representation formats that are suitable for one type or application of guidelines
may often be less optimal for other applications. For example, representations of patient state are
not needed in simple alert and reminder applications, such as those that use Arden Syntax
MLMs. However, representations for state are important for implementing care plans that are
more complex and of longer duration [32], thereby limiting the use of Arden Syntax in these
types of applications. As another example, consider a clinical-trial protocol that could be
modeled as a graph, the nodes of which represent visits for screening, treatment, and follow- up.
Each node could contain information on time-schedule, patient-care actions, and administrative
actions for that visit [33]. The model would also contain concepts for representing adverse events
and their management. If such a model were to contain application-specific constructs, it would
find less reusability, or it would impose more demands for details by guideline authors when
used in representing many other types of guidelines.
An approach based on using different formats for different types of guidelines has several
limitations that affect sharability: software tools and components (such as authoring tools and
decision-support engines) that are created for applications of one type of guideline cannot be
reused in other contexts. Furthermore, knowledge engineers would need to gain expertise in
multiple representation schemes.
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To overcome this problem, several representation schemes are being developed that aim to allow
modeling of many different types of guidelines [34-36]. Generally, these representations provide
components that are low- level or primitive abstractions of concepts required for describing
decisions, recommended actions, and clinical states of patients. However, authoring of guidelines
using such primitives can be more cumbersome and time-consuming than if the guideline were
encoded in an application-specific model such as the representation for clinical- trial protocols
mentioned earlier [37]. Furthermore, encoding guidelines using low- level primitives produces
flowcharts that may be visually complex. Approaches to managing such complexity that have
been proposed include (1) specializing a general model to compose guideline models that match
requirements of different classes of guidelines [38] and (2) building high- level constructs
specific to each type of guideline that can be mapped to a procedural pattern of the knowledge
representation primitives [39].

4.2

Local adaptation of guidelines

Due to variations in health care settings, guidelines developed by national organizations, medical
specialty organizations, or under other broad aegis, often need to be modified before
practitioners find them suitable for local use [12, 14, 40]. Reasons for local adaptation include
variations among settings due to the type of institution (e.g., hospital vs. office), location (e.g.,
urban vs. rural), differential availability of equipment and medications, dissimilarity of patient
population (e.g., as reflected in prevalence of the disease), and local policies and workflow
patterns. Contextually adapted guidelines may enhance acceptance of evidence-based guidelines
by making the guidelines more consistent with local practice and population variations.
Moreover, the process of local adaptation may lead to a feeling of ownership by local
practitioners, an important factor in acceptance of guidelines [2, 41-43].
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A representation format for sharable guidelines must provide the ability to adapt knowledge
contained in guidelines, and track and document modifications to the guideline. Such a
methodology would maintain the integrity of the setting- independent guidelines during
adaptation, i.e., preserve the intentional objectives. Studies such as [44-46] provide examples of
the types of modifications made to guidelines during local implementation. The Decision
Systems Group at Brigham and Women’s Hospital has also undertaken a study to examine
modifications made to guidelines during computer-based implementations [47].
Several approaches have been explored for making CIGs adaptable. One approach is to represent
guidelines in a nested manner where plans are defined in greater detail at successive levels of
nesting. At the most abstract level, the plans represent the “big picture” or the intentions of the
steps of the guideline. Through successive levels of nesting, the high- level plans are refined to
atomic plans, which serve as recommendations (Figure 2). Thus, modification of details of
guideline recommendations can be made at deeper levels of the specification while preserving
the intentions of the recommendations (Figure 3). This approach of specification of the guid eline
by successive refinement is exemplified by Asbru [48]. Fridsma et al have developed an
approach that explicitly models the capabilities and limitations of an organization that wishes to
adapt a "generic" guideline. A program known as CAMINO assists users to adapt generic
guidelines for local use [49]. The CAMINO program provides a series of operators (e.g.,
addition, deletion, refinement, and substitution) that are applied to a guideline step to adapt it.
The program maintains the links between the corresponding steps of the generic guideline and
the locally adapted guideline. Miller et al have described a third approach based on
parameterization for successfully maintaining multiple versions of a childhood immunization
guideline [50]. This approach disassociates decision rules from parameters of the rules (e.g., the
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parameter age at which the DPT vaccine is due). Parameterization of decision rules provides a
simple method for adapting guidelines but has limitations when more complex modification of
knowledge is required. A combination of the above methods may provide a more comprehensive
solution for adapting guidelines to local contexts.

4.3

Integration with institutional systems

In order for guidelines to be more acceptable for clinical use, they should be integrated into the
workflow. The goal is to trigger CIGs in appropriate patient-specific contexts, to respond to and
utilize already known patient data values, to utilize the multiple sources of information available
(patient, physician, nurse, others), and to optimize the conduct of various actions (e.g., pre-visit
testing, preparations, and information provision), the organization of subsequent actions, and the
dispatch of relevant information to those responsible for the actions [51]. To achieve this,
guidelines must be integrated with clinical information systems, such as electronic medical
record systems (EMRs), physician order-entry systems (POEs), and communication systems (email, paging) for notifying and alerting care providers. That is, patient data items (such as
demographics, results of laboratory tests, and problems) that are referred to in guidelines must be
mapped to entries in the EMR and recommendations of guidelines (such as for medication and
laboratory tests) must be mapped to actions in the POE system, notifications, or other
procedures.
In order to enhance sharability of guidelines, the effort required in integrating them with
institutional clinical information systems needs to be minimized. However, the inadequacy of
existing standards in EMRs and POE systems, in interfaces to these systems, and in adopting
medical vocabularies [52], makes it challenging to map to individual systems the patient data and
recommendations in a portable, sharable guideline.
15

One approach to reducing the integration effort is to separate the system-dependent data
references from the medical knowledge (Figure 4a). This approach is exemplified in the MLMs
of Arden Syntax. In Arden Syntax MLMs, institution-specific mappings to patient data are
separated into what is known as the data section. Within this section, the mapping of each data
reference to an entry in the local EMR system is enclosed in a pair of curly braces. Significant
effort is required for the mapping of data items and testing of these mappings at each institution.
Furthermore, because this mapping must be performed manually at every institution, the
approach is error-prone due to the possibility of misinterpretation of data items needed [53]. The
problems are further compounded when mappings must be performed for guidelines which
typically contain references to many more data items and recommendations than are contained in
individual MLMs.
In contrast, the PRODIGY and EON systems [54] use an approach that defines a shared schema
of the EMR (Figure 4b). This shared schema is referred to as the virtual EMR. Mappings are
created from the virtual EMR to actual EMR systems. Queries for patient data in the guideline
are written against the virtual EMR schema. At execution time, the references to patient data in
the virtual EMR are resolved to entries in the physical EMR. This approach allows sharing to
occur at a higher level since mappings between the virtual EMR and the guideline are performed
once for each system and can then be used for all guidelines in a system. The PRODIGY system
has implemented several primary-care guidelines using this approach in at least two different
clinical information systems. In cont rast, the approach used by the Arden Syntax-based MLMs
requires mappings to be performed for each MLM.
Standards are evolving that would support portable mapping of patient data references in
guidelines and MLMs to the electronic medical record. Efforts at HL7 are focusing on creation
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of a reference information model (RIM) for patient data [55, 56]. The RIM is intended to be used
as the underlying data model for all HL7 standards. It attempts to build a shared information
model for the EMR and decision-support systems [57]. The RIM contains classes for medical
data (e.g., Observation, Medication), attributes of these classes, and relationships among the
classes. It may be possible to use the RIM as the basis for developing a standard interface to
EMR systems [58], similar to the virtual EMR interface described above.
While the RIM provides the data structures for patient data, there also need to be complementary
standards for the terminologies that form the content of these structures [59]. However, currently,
most clinical information systems do not share vocabularies even for the same applications. In
implementing guidelines containing terms from standard vocabularies, a mapping will need to be
created to terms in the locally used vocabularies [60, 61].

4.4

Use of an explicit medical concept model

Clinical guidelines often describe patient conditions and possible interventions in abstract terms.
A hypertension guideline may state that ACE inhibitors are indicated when a patient has the
additional diagnosis of diabetes mellitus. The term ACE inhibitor is an abstraction that represents
a class of specific drugs such as Captopril. The term diabetes mellitus is also an abstraction for a
set of diagnoses in the ICD-9 vocabulary. These abstractions and their relationships (Captopril
is-a ACE inhibitor) should be made explicit through a medical concept model. A medical
concept model provides a framework for describing entities or concepts in the medical domain
and the relationships among these concepts. This model consists of definitions of concepts and
related facts such as indications and contraindications of drugs, causes and symptoms of
diseases, and mechanisms of tests and procedures. The concept model provides a means for
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expressing the abstractions contained in guideline criteria, in terms of the patient data available
in the EMR [62]. Such abstractions, for example, can consist of the following:
1. Classifications (e.g., whether a patient has ischemic heart disease, which must be derived
from entries in a problem list)
2. Temporal inferencing (e.g., if patient has a chronic cough, to be concluded from episodic
encounter data)
3. Deriving categorical values from numerical data (e.g., if patient has abnormally elevated
serum cholesterol, to be derived from a numeric result obtained from a laboratory test)
The concept model allows expression of such abstractions without necessarily specifying how
these expressions must be resolved. The guideline-execution engine, for instance, may evaluate
criteria by calling external knowledge bases and by using classification axes in standard
vocabulary systems. Limitations have been found, however, in coding systems such as the
National Drug Codes (NDC) for use in decision-support applications [63]. NDC codes have
redundancies, are not permanent, are reused over time, and importantly map to brands and
packages of drugs and not to classes of drugs.

4.5

Multiple modes of use

Computer- interpretable guidelines can potentially be used in different modes. Guidelines can be
used interactively for patient-specific decision support and workflow support. Quality assurance
applications would use guidelines as benchmarks of quality care, perhaps in a batch-processing
mode [21]. Guidelines may be used to drive simulations in educational applications and this may
be dependent on the level of expertise of the user. Users may read or browse guidelines as
educational and reference resources. The representation format must enable various uses of a
18

guideline by structuring the knowledge in a way that will support its retrieval for all those likely
modes of use [64]. For any of these, the interaction format and interface may differ depending on
the application.
Only a few guideline systems have tried to use the same encoding scheme for different purposes.
The Careflow approach developed at the University of Pavia [26] is one example of such a
system. In this approach, a high- level guideline encoding supports simulation of guideline-based
patient management for educational purpose. The high- level guideline encoding is combined
with an organizational model and translated into a Petri net for the purpose of simulating
implementation of a guideline in the organization. Finally, a workflow management system
implements the guideline in actual clinics to remind clinicians of tasks and decisions that should
be performed.
More typically, guideline models are explicitly designed for a specific set of uses. In GLIF3, we
have proposed the use of a multi- layer representation for guidelines [34]. The top layer structures
the guideline as a “human-readable” flowchart. The steps of the guideline, and the associated
objects such as recommendations and decision criteria have names and descriptions in narrative
text. Additionally, supplemental material objects can be added to each step. The supplemental
materials can be used for a variety of purposes including providing rationale for
recommendations, and details of tasks such as linking to drug reference sources. Deeper layers of
representation of guidelines in GLIF3 are intended to support machine interpretation, execution,
local adaptation and host system mapping.
The EON system conceptualizes the decision-support functionality provided by a clinical
guideline as a set of abstract tasks -- goal setting, decision making, action sequencing, data
abstraction, and action refinement -- and organizes the guideline model in terms of different
19

methods for performing these tasks. The segmentation of the guideline knowledge into this set of
abstract tasks may allow reuse of the knowledge in different situations where these specific tasks
are relevant. Thus, specification of goals for a section of the guideline allows one to use the
guideline for automatically measuring compliance.

4.6

Revision management of guidelines

Guidelines are occasionally revised by organizations that developed them in response to new
biomedical knowledge and experience obtained from using the guidelines. For example, a
guideline for treatment of HIV infections was recently revised [65] to recommend “… patients
with fewer than 350 CD4 + T cells/mm3 should be offered therapy…” whereas previous versions
of the guideline [66] had recommended “… treatment should be offered to individuals with
fewer than 500 CD4 + T cells/mm3 ….” When revised guidelines are disseminated, they must be
reintegrated into the local clinical settings. The revisions must be synchronized with the changes
previously made to the guideline for local adaptation and integration. In order to facilitate
synchronization of revised guidelines with local adaptations of earlier versions of the guideline,
the changes in the revised guideline should be identified in detail. The revision markup must
identify the type of modification made in the revised components of the guideline (such as
whether a recommendation was modified, deleted or added), and the reason why the change was
made. In addition, other components that are affected or jeopardized by the changes must also be
identified [67]. Current guideline representations do not provide sufficiently fine-grained
representation for completely identifying the revisions in a guideline. The Guideline Elements
Model (GEM) [68] developed at Yale University is designed to provide standards for
characterizing the nature of a guideline, rather than formally encoding its logic. Among the
standards it proposes are elements for identifying whether a guideline has been revised and
20

adapted. GEM could be enhanced by adding components that identify the specific elements that
have been revised, state the reason for the change, and explain the revision.

4.7

Summary of requirements

In the previous sections, we presented requirements for a format for sharable guidelines. We
illustrated these requirements with examples from clinical guidelines and their applications and
reviewed some of the approaches that have been implemented to meet these requirements. A
direction for future work in this area would be to integrate these solutions into a common
representation format that would enable easier sharing of guidelines.

5.

A model for dissemination and integration of sharable guidelines

A model for dissemination and integration of sharable clinical guidelines should explicitly
describe processes for local adaptation after downloading a guideline (Section 4.2), for
integrating with institutional information systems (Section 4.3) including EMR system, POE
system, notification system, for mapping abstractions used in guidelines to methods that resolve
those abstractions (Section 4.4), for integrating guidelines into various applications (Section 4.5),
or for re- integrating a revision of a guideline into the local system (Section 4.6). We propose an
augmented dissemination model to accommodate these requirements. In the augmented model
(Figure 5), the guideline is downloaded, its content is adapted to local practice preferences, and
then it is integrated with an institutional clinical information system. When revisions of the
guideline are published, the revised guideline is downloaded, unmodified sections of the revised
guideline are automatically synchronized with the previous local version of the guideline, and the
modified sections are then manually adapted and integrated.
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6.

Discussion

The goal of enhancing quality of health care is a primary motivation for development of clinical
guidelines. Yet there is no evidence that the large investment in guideline development has
achieved this goal to date. The reasons for limited success may be considered along the
following dimensions:
(1) guideline-related factors, such as vagueness of recommendations, conflicting
recommendations from different guidelines, and sometimes even internal inconsistency
within a single guideline;
(2) provider-related factors, such as lack of acceptance of guidelines; and
(3) environmental factors, such as poor integration of guidelines into the clinical workflow,
reimbursement issues, or non-availability of resources to carry out recommendations [3].
Many problems with guideline adherence can be addressed by computer-based implementation
of guidelines. A number of systems for delivering guidelines and guideline-based advice to
clinicians have been developed [24, 26, 34-36, 48, 68-73]. A huge corpus of guidelines has been
developed as well, but only a few of these have been encoded in computer-based format other
than for simple dissemination as CD-ROM or Web documents. As a result, most have not had a
significant impact on practice at the point of care and are, rather, simply consulted occasionally
as references.
The effort required to create medically valid, evidence-based, robust guidelines is enormous, as
attested to by the experience of various study groups and professional organizations that have
undertaken the task. Considerable further effort is required to encode guidelines in computerbased form using any of the existing guideline-authoring environments. Still additional effort is
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required to maintain the guidelines over time as medical knowledge evolves, to adapt the
guidelines to local constraints, preferences, and idiosyncrasies, and to integrate guidelines into
actual applications that practitioners will find useful and desirable. The best way to maintain,
adapt, and integrate CIGs remains to be found, and will perhaps require experimentation both by
academic researchers and by healthcare information systems providers.
Little experience exists to determine which modes of guideline use have the largest potential
benefit in terms of enhancing quality of patient care, lowering costs, and improving adoption of
best practices. The adoption of approaches described here will facilitate the development and
testing of more applications so that CIGs can be evaluated for effectiveness. This will in turn
identify the particular functional requirements of those applications that are successful, helping
us to ascertain those capabilities that need to be supported by a sharable representation, or where
support needs to be improved. Thus we expect that a sharable representation will evolve over
time to incorporate or enhance support of those features that are identified as most important.
Our focus on functional requirements of a representation format for sharable guidelines is aimed
primarily at enabling applications to be developed and explored. Our goal, in turn, is ultimately
to be able to deliver on the promise of guidelines by integrating them into practice in ways that
can be demonstrated to enhance quality. While computer-based representations are required,
sharability is also essential if the best guidelines are to be able to be used soon in multiple
experimental and test-bed systems, and eventually routinely throughout the healthcare
environment. A common format for representation and sharing of guidelines must have the
ability to operate in diverse settings for a variety of applications.
Our own work on development of the GLIF has been motivated by the desire to create a sharable
format for guidelines that can be used as a basis for adaptation and integration into disparate
23

systems. The project has been a collaboration of informatics groups at Harvard, Columbia, and
Stanford universities, known as InterMed, with the American College of Physicians-American
Society of Internal Medicine, and funded by the National Library of Medicine, the US Army, and
the Agency for Healthcare Quality and Research. Version 2 of GLIF(GLIF2) was published in
1998 [74] and provided a specification for a level of exchange that supported browsing and
limited interpretation, but did not address computability. Version 3 of GLIF, currently in draft
form [34], enables computability by providing more detailed and structured representation of
decision criteria, recommendations, and patient data contained in CIGs.
In developing GLIF, we realized that because of the differing application goals of various
models, it was not feasible to develop a single true interchange format that captured all of the
features of the various models. In March 2000, the InterMed Collaboratory hosted a Workshop
“Toward a Sharable Guideline Representation”, sponsored by the National Library of Medicine,
the United States Army, the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, and the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, aimed at identifying functional requirements as a basis for
determining the optimal knowledge representation. A primary outcome of this meeting was a
recognition of the need for a life cycle process based on identification of successful approaches
to CIG implementation, incorporation of features to support those approaches, facilitation of
further experiments, and iteration of the process as additional successful approaches are
identified. In follow up of the workshop, the InterMed group approached the HL7 organization
about hosting a guideline standardization effort. In response, HL7 created a Decision Support
Technical Committee (DSTC). The Arden Syntax standardization in HL7 was moved into an
Arden Syntax Special Interest Group (SIG) under the DSTC, and a Clinical Guidelines SIG was
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also established. The HL7 TC now has broad participation by several guideline modeling
groups, as well as a number of vendors.
Requirements for sharable guidelines raise several challenges in trying to develop a
representation format. We have reviewed solutions that have been investigated for many of these
problems and identified those that should be considered in the development of a standard
representation format for sharable guidelines. We believe that a standard representation will
result in rapid progress in the computer-based representation of clinical guidelines, development
of applications that integrate them into practice, and demonstration of improved quality of care
in such settings.
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Legends
Figure 1. Typical model for development and dissemination of narrative-text guidelines.
Figure 2. A cholesterol management guideline specified in a hierarchical format. This guideline
consists of the broadly outlined steps: Assess risk for coronary artery disease, Cholesterol
management, and Intensive cholesterol management. Each of these steps is specified in more
detail through the nodes contained in it.
Figure 3. A hypothetical local adaptation of the dietary therapy step of the cholesterol guideline
of Figure 2 is shown. In the adapted guideline, the subguidelines Step I Diet and Step II Diet
have been further refined.
Figure 4. Mapping of patient data referenced in guidelines to the EMR. (a) illustrates the
mapping scheme used by Arden Syntax MLMs where patient data references in each MLM is
mapped to the institutional EMR. (b) shows an alternative approach where patient data
references in guidelines are mapped to an institution-independent virtual EMR. At the
institutional level, the virtual EMR can be implemented as “middleware” that maps request for
patient data to queries into the institutional EMR.
Figure 5. A model for dissemination of computer- interpretable guidelines that accounts for local
modifications made to a guideline and synchronization of these changes with revised versions of
the guideline.
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Figures
Guideline development organization
Literature review
Evidence evaluation

Guideline creation
Review and approval

Guideline publication

Use in practice

Figure 1. Typical model for development and dissemination of narrative-text guidelines.
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Assess risk for coronary artery disease
Measure cholesterol
profile

low risk
Assess presence of
coronary artery disease

low risk

repeat after
5 years

high risk

Cholesterol management

Intensive cholesterol management

Dietary therapy

Intense dietary therapy

Step I Diet
Physical exercise
Drug therapy

Step II Diet

dietary control inadequate
Drug therapy

Figure 2. A cholesterol management guideline specified in a hierarchical format. This guideline
consists of the broadly outlined steps: Assess risk for coronary artery disease, Cholesterol
management, and Intensive cholesterol management. Each of these steps is specified in more detail
through the nodes contained in it.
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Dietary therapy
Perform baseline nutritional assessment

Step 1 Diet
Reduce saturated fat intake < 10% of total caloric
intake and cholesterol < 300 mg/day

Cholesterol monitoring
LDL cholesterol assay every 3 months

inadequate cholesterol control
Step II Diet
Refer to dietitian for cholesterol control

Cholesterol monitoring
LDL cholesterol assay every 3 months

Figure 3. A hypothetical local adaptation of the dietary therapy step of the cholesterol guideline of
Figure 2 is shown. In the adapted guideline, the subguidelines Step I Diet and Step II Diet have
been further refined.
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Guideline 1

Guideline 2

Reference to patient data

Reference to patient data

Mapping of data to EMR

Mapping of data to EMR

Guideline 1

Guideline 2

Reference to patient data

Reference to patient data

Virtual EMR (interface to EMR)

EMR

EMR 1

(a)

EMR 2

...

EMR n

(b)

Figure 4. Mapping of patient data referenced in guidelines to the EMR. (a) illustrates the
mapping scheme used by Arden Syntax MLMs where patient data references in each MLM
is mapped to the institutional EMR. (b) shows an alternative approach where patient data
references in guidelines are mapped to an institution-independent virtual EMR. At the
institutional level, the virtual EMR can be implemented as “middleware” that maps
request for patient data to queries into the institutional EMR.
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Guideline development organization
Literature review
Evidence evaluation

Guideline creation and
encoding
Review and approval

Publication of guideline
on server

Internet

Download guideline to
local server

Synchronization with
previous version of
guideline

Content adaptation

Use guidelines in
practice

Integration with
applications and clinical
information systems

Practice

Figure 5. A model for dissemination of computer-interpretable guidelines that accounts for
local modifications made to a guideline and synchronization of these changes with revised
versions of the guideline.
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